MARY JOHNSON

FAMILY LIFE

the hours are long, but <laughs> that's definitely a, um, obstacle that-um-it's been a little difficult making that transition from working a regular eight hour-you know-an hour day versus, you know, we do a mandatory ten, but usually we average about twelve to fourteen hours a day depending on what assignment or what our case load is. Um-which is-you know, at the end of the day I don't get to just go home and sit down and relax. I have to go home and prepare meals and take care of my kids and do laundry and clean the house and all your household chores. So, it makes for a really long day. But, um, it's been a little bit of an adjustment. But, uh, it's nothing that can't be overcome. It's balanced out by the rewarding work that you do and the great opportunity that this job has offered. So, uh, I think there's a little bit of a sacrifice. You know, nothing that's not undoable.